LAVADO-FLOAT
Exclusive washstand design
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Individual design

Washstands for every bathroom

The first thing people look at in a bathroom is almost always the washstand. An exclusive bathroom design can be recognised immediately here. Like the tileable models from the LAVADO-FLOAT series. They captivate by their unusual design and refined technology. Due to their virtually invisible wall suspension, the washstands appear to ‘float’. This not only appears light and distinguished, but is also beneficial where freedom from barriers is concerned, because, with a freely selectable fixing height, a wheelchair can be driven underneath.

The models are available both with a recess and a model without a recess, suitable for fitted or top-mounted basins.

The surface finish with individually selected tiles or plaster in your personal choice of colour makes every washstand unique.
LAVADO-FLOAT – the principle

LAVADO-FLOAT is washstand models made of hard foam support material for individual tiling. An invisible suspension provides the four model variants with or without recess with a ‘floating design’.

**Hard foam support element**
with fabric coating

**Basin recess**
with built-in slope

**Assembly openings**
for the simple assembly of drain and tapr
The installation of LAVADO-FLOAT is possible not only on masonry but also on stud frames – quickly, easily and reliably. Two stainless steel brackets ensure stable suspension.

Conventional stem valves e.g. Viega Visign V1 are suitable for the drain connection.

The washstands can be shortened at the sides, which enables them to be adapted to smaller bathrooms. The construction of a row of washstands is also possible by means of arranging and gluing together several washstands.
Bathroom design with washstands from LUX ELEMENTS
Benefits at a glance

- **Individual design**
  Surface design freely selectable

- **Easy to process**
  Prefabricated, ready for tiling

- **Modern bathroom design with a ‘floating’ look**
  Sturdy, invisible suspension

- **For every room situation**
  Flexible width from 620 to 1170 mm, simple to shorten

- **Good combinability**
  Double washstands and row constructions are easy to implement

- **More space thanks to self-supporting construction**
  Ideally for barrier-free bathrooms
Model G
Variations

LUX ELEMENTS LAVADO®-FLOAT
Exclusive washstand design

Washstand without recess made of hard foam support material for individual tiling. Easy to work with. Suitable for conventional fitted or top-mounted basins with round or rectangular shapes.
Washstand with **elliptical recess** made of hard foam support material for individual tiling. Suitable – like all other model versions – for different kinds of taps, e.g. also three-hole taps.
Washstand with **rectangular recess** made of hard foam support material for individual tiling. Like all models with a recess, **conventional push-open plugs** e.g. Viega Visign V1 are suitable for the drain connection.
Washstand with cylindrical recess made of hard foam support material for individual tiling. Can be extended and shortened like all other model versions. Inspiring design and tiling examples at: www.luxelements.com
We reserve the right to make technical changes.